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ABSTRACT

The chiral bosonization in non-Abelian gauge theories is described

starting directly from the QCD functional. For a given mass scale A, the

QCD may be equivalent^ represented by colour chiral fields, gauge fields

and high energy fermions. The effective action for colour chiral fields

may admit the existence of a colour Skyrmion-boson with the baryon number

2/3.
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Recently, the full non-Abelian anomaly and the corresponding action

terms have been calculated in the finite-mode regularjzntion scheme [l] (see

also [2]). The action terms include the well-known Wess-Zumino-Witten action

[3,4] arising from the Bardeen anomaly [5], as well as the P-preserving terms

depending explicitly on the regularization mass scile A , However, these

results of the ^-dimensional theory [l] were not able to justify entirely the

idea [6,7] based on the 2-dimensional case, that the quark flavour phase can

be used as a chiral field in the effective action. The kinetic term in the

U-dimensional action [l] also has the wrong sign as in the 2-dimensional

case [6,7].

The bosonization of fermion flavour currents [8] has been accomplished

[9] after the ehiral-breaking part of the fermionie determinant had been

separated from the chiral-invariant one.

The purpose of this paper is to explore the colour chiral bosonization

in non-Abelian gauge theories starting directly from the QCD functional. We

develop a framework that enables us to obtain the full effective action for

the colour and flavour ehiral fields. We limit ourselves to studying in detail

the colour bosonization, because an extension to the general case is straight-

forward. We assume that there are mass scales A J A characterising the
L r

maximum energy for quark fluctuations to be taken into account via colour and

flavour chiral fields. In other words, A defines a subdivision of the fermion

functional integral in the QCD functional. In the flavour case the scale A

is related to F [9].
IT

The colour bosonization has a different status compared with that of the

flavour one. In the flavour case the exact treatment requires to eliminate

external gauge fields after calculation of the effective action. To preserve

these fields means to introduce them phenomenologically. In the colour case non-

Abelian vector fields are always present. We show that the colour chiral

bosonization is the change of description within the same QCD functional - from

gauge fields plus fermions to gauge fields plus chiral field plus high energy

fermions, the latter being as exact as the original one. However while the chiral

field in the flavour case describes physical objects, the colour chiral field is

of the same reality as quarks and gluons. In the limit A •+ •> chiral fields

disappear leaving us with the chiral invariant functional.
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II. THE QCD FUNCTIONAL

The Lagrangiari for the Yang-Mills field G and Dirac fermions in

external axial vector field A is given by

(1)

(3)

CO

where

and T are antihermiti&n .generators of the gauge group.

We introduce a mass scale A to characterize chiral breaking as an

upper limit for eigenvalues X of J) to be taken into account in the

functional integral for fermions

(5)

so that Z, * Z Z. To define Z we go over to the compact Euclidean space

and utilize the finite mode regularlzation technique (FMR) tl«10] developed

for the derivation of non-Aoelian anomalies. In the language of FMR, Z.

is the regularized fermion determinant. One chooses the eigenfunction basis

for the complete Dirac operator ]i,4i{x) X't(x) in the space of Lo-

integrable spinors, expand 41 and $ into this basis, and cut summation

after the first N basic vectors with all JX̂ I < A < l^^l [l]

kl

f - L (6)
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where = 6(1 -

Next, we introduce a chiral field U (that will be later integrated

out) and construct a chiral invariant functional with the Lagrangian containing

fields G and A U instead of G and A

(6)

The field G is not really a vector one that should enter the Lagrangian

YM + 8 B u t t n e f i e l i s
8

axial vector fields S'

u -1
whereA

u X A X

gauge transformation g reads as

and (9) are gauge transforms of vector and

aaA \ ' GyU = X % x"1 + x \ x"1 a n d

; » U and the transformation law of x under a

X1 = 6 X 6~ Therefore

The fermion Lagrangian with the fields (8) and (9) will then be
IM

Under the infinitesimal chiral transformation g,

(10)

and U change according to

-. » 1 + X. the fields 0 , A ,
5 ' V ' V

where D = 3 + [0 , ]. For the fields G U and

standard (non-chiral) gauge transformation:

+ U
( + U (ll) is
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(12)

As a consequence, the Lagrangians <£fM(G
u) = of^ , ^ ( G ) ; Ij and

tC.id ,A ) * df~ are invariant under the chiral transformation (ll). In the

total U-dependent Lagrangian

(13)

the gauge fixing term £ (Gu) = Jf and the Faddeev-Popov ghosts

«C (G ) = oC|p break local gauge invariance of J under (ll), but instead

Jt i s invariant under the Becehi-Rouet-Stora (BHS) transformation.

How, the invariant functional Z. (G,A,c,c) can be constructed by

integrating over the chiral field U

(lh)

where SU A (Gu, AL'), xf)u is the invariant Hear measure and c, c are

the Faadeev-Popov ghosts. The functional 1. is invariant under the BRS-

transformations that includes the transformation (12) to the chiral one (ll).

The effective action W _. is defined as the part of the full action
erf

that depends on the colour chiral field U after the integration over fermion

fields in Z^ and Z is performed. We present the QCD functional Z(A)

in the following form:

2 (A) -
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that j ® U exp(i Wrff)« Z e f f ). More explicitly.

(16)

where the first term W arises frojn integration of non-Abelian anomalies [l],

and has the same structure as In the case of the flavour ehiral field [9 1>

while the second term W .. is specific for QCD, The transition to the new

form of Z(A) in (15) is a change of description that cannot spoil the

renormalizability of the theory. As follows from (15), all low-energy chiral-

breaklng effects are described by W , whereas Z. contains information

on chiral invariant processes and Z reflects the presence of high-energy

fermions.

III. THE EFFECTIVE ACTION

He consider first the anomalous

of the P-preserving part

(with the negative sign)

term W in (l6). It consists

H and the Wess-Zumino-Witten act ion Ŵ

Ji.(l).
A

The W Q parts originate from P-preserving parts of det #̂ (U.) and det ty^>

The action W (1) has first been derived frora anonaly for the flavour chiral

field by the IMR method [l]. The action W(u) has been derived analogously[9];

In fact, W-(U) can be obtained directly from WQ(l) by substituting fields

GU and A U instead of G and A . All O(l/A£) and higher terms vanish [9].

Translating these results to the colour case we get, in the absence

of external axial fields, A = 0

Ci
(18)
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where HF is a number of fermion (flavour) multiplets. The action W

includes the kinetic term with the proper sign, the quartic Skyrme-type term [11]

and an interaction vith the Yang-Milla field. There is also a taehyonic term

(D2U) ( D V 1 } hidden in (D^U D ^ B " 1 ) ) 2 . As we shall see later, i t can be

eliminated by a suitable choice of the gauge fixing parameter a in otL .

The QCD part w^ff of the effective action (16) can be written straight-

forwardly from definition of the Lagrang ian if and U-dependent fields (8)

and (9);

«

where we have omitted, for the sake of simplicity, the terms related to <•?

It follows from (18) and (19) that the taehyonic term disappears from

W
Remembering that all the coefficients in W

+ w".f when we fix the gauge parameter in ou at a = -2Uir H .
are of geometrical origin one

may consider this choice of a as imposed by geometrical considerations for

tf_).chirality-breaking part of Z (and a given number of fermion multiplets

W Q C D
Weff

term with the negative sign.

Let us assemble all terms in W containing the colour chiral

field U only:

F W
(20)

Only the kinetic term depends explicitly on the mass scale A . In the limit

A •* <» the QCD functional (15) disappears unless U •+ 1. Then the functional

(15) contains only the chiral invariant part 1. . The second term in (20)

is not of the standard Skyrme form and its stabilizing properties are not yet

clear. One may conjecture that the stabilization of a Skyrmion will depend on

the relation between quartic terms in (20) as well as on the presence of the

gauge fields in W , as indicated by Faddeev [12]. If a colour Skyrmion

exists, then according to Mitten's analysis [1+], it should he a boson with the

baryon number B = NF/^Q for any number of quark generations. For N = 2

one may treat such a Skyrmion as a diquark configuration, either as a colour

"cloud" that can form with a quark a bound state - a constituent quark. Assuming

A = A Q m = 100 MeV where ^acT.
 i s t^ie QCD normalization scale, one can drop the

1/g term in (20) and estimate its mass M using the results [13] for the

standard Skyrmion; M ~ 250 MeV. The negative sign of the QCD term in (20)

might lead to a natural scale A for colour chiral breaking effects, if

to associate A,,Ir with the death of conjectured colour Skyrmion. Taking

into account one-loop log A_ /A corrections to W [lU] and considering
o P P P

g " g (A /A ) as a running coupling constant we see that the coefficient at
CU o _3_

the second form in (20) is equal to zero when JbifA^/A) = 8Hj,(l9 H - itfJp) .

IV. BARYON NUMBER CURRENT B IH THE VACUUM

The v.e.v. of B is obtained by variation of the field G + 0 + .

in the fermionic functional Z^G.A,) where (̂  is a colour and flavour

singlet

We present the expressions for A y = 0:

(£2)
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This formula agrees with that derived in Ref.15,

(S3)

Here the averaging over \(i and U are defined as follows:

(21*)

vhere

B = -5 in Z,/Sw .

is represented by (10). The last term in (21) is

Finally, in the general case of quark colour U and flavour U

+ ($ + Y^A)phases, the Dirac operator takes the form # C + F =

+ I-, © (V + YJtp)], where V^ and A ^ are external flavour gauge fields.

As a consequence, the fennion part of action (17) becomes

W* = W* (colour) + W* ,(flavour) + W , where W is a colour-flavour
err eff efr
interaction. Retaining only the terms with U and U we see that W

\* p
depends on the following structure:
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